In   addition,   the   brake   drum  was   badly  grooved   (Tr.   51).
There   were   insufficient   pads   to  contact   the   brake  drums.     This
resulted   in   a   lack  of   brakes   on   that   wheel   (Tr.   51).
The   vehicle   operator   stated   that   he   had   reported   safety
defects   to   the  company  but   nothing  had  been  done   (Tr.   51-52) .
After   the   inspection   contestant1s maintenance   people   said   they  had
a   hairline   fracture   in   the  brake  drum.   (Tr.   51-52).
The   hazard  presented  here  centers   on   the   stopping   ability  of
this   vehicle   (Tr.    52) .
Terex   No.   2406   (Citation   576878)   had  other   problems.     The
front   service   brakes   were  out   of   adjustment.     The   inspector
inserted  paper   under   the   brake  drum with   the   brake  depressed.
Since   he  was   able   to   remove   the  paper   the   inspector   considered   the
brakes   were   not   working   (Tr.   53,   54).      In  addition,   the   quick   air
release   did   not  operate  properly  (Tr.   53) .     The  hazards   in  each
situation  were   similar   (Tr.   55) .
Inspector  Wolford  didn't   recall   if   he   issued  verbal   orders
that   the   vehicles   be   removed   from  service.     He  wrote   the   citation
sometime   later   (Tr.   57,   58).
The   inspector  didn't  know  if   the   retarders  were  part  of   the
braking   system  referred   to  in   any of   the   SAE  standards   (Tr.   59) .
Retarders  work  most   effectively when   the   revolutions  per  minute
(RPMs)    are   at   their   highest   level.     Conversely,   they  are   least
effective   at   the   lowest   RPFIs   (Tr.   60) .
Inspector   Wolford,   on   occasion,   will   conduct  more   extensive
moving   braking   tests   than   he   did   here.     But,   in  view  of   the
condition   of   the   brakes,   he   thought  any  additional   testing  would
be   a   hazard   (Tr,   67).
Bobby Jacobsen,   Edward  Johnson,   Rocky  Anaya,  Jerome  Connor,
George   Kelly   and   Kenneth   Evans,   testified   for   contestant.
Bobby Jacobsen,   the  general maintenance   foreman,   a  person
with   considerable   experience,   indicated   a   retarder  on  a  Terex
scraper   bears   no  relationship   to   its   braking   system   (Tr.   68-73).
A  retarder  on   such   equipment   slows  down   the  revolutions  per
minute.      It   thereby   slows   the   speed   of   the  engine  as  well   as   the
transmission   (Tr,   72) .
Prior   to  April   29,   1980   the  engines   of   the  company1s   scrapers
were   overheating.     Three   of   the  company  officials  decided   to
disconnect   the   retarders.     As   a result   there  was   less  of  a  heating
problem.     Jacobsen   has   disconnected   retarders  under   the   same
circumstances   (Tr.   74,   76) .
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